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The Main Window
The Main window is the launch point for the entire application. You can select the licensed module in
the modules button bar and perform the module specific tasks within main area of the module.
Each module comes with its own module menu and detail area.

Modules Button Bar – shows all

Module Menu – module

available modules of the software.

specific menu options

Menu options

Module Main Area – the main

Module Details Area –

working area of a module, where all
module specific tasks can be
executed

includes general information and
details for the selected module
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FORM8966: Module Overview
This guide provides information about the FORM8966 module of the TRSuite software package. It
describes processes and procedures for generating, importing, voiding and correcting FATCA XML 2.0
files.

This document may describe features and capabilities that requires a separate license and are not
covered by the standard license. For information about licensing please contact
support@section11.ch
The FORM8966 module includes the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

General Form Info Tab
Correctable Organisation List Tab
Account Holder List
Pool Reports Tab
NIL Reports Tab
Configuration Tab

This document will help explain how each option functions.
The screenshots throughout the USER’s MANUAL are produced on Windows 10 using the Windows
Look and Feel.
In addition to this Users Guide, the following online resources may be useful:
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

IRS Publications
https://www.irs.gov/pub/fatca/
FATCA General Compliance and Legal FAQ
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/corporations/frequently-asked-questions-faqs-fatcacompliance-legal
FATCA Registration System FAQ
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/FAQsFATCARegistrationSystem
FATCA XML Schemas and Business Rules for Form 8966
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/FATCA-XML-Schemas-and-Business-Rules-forForm-8966
FATCA XML Reporting Schema to Correct, Amend and Void Records
https://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/FATCA-XML-Reporting-Schema-to-CorrectAmend-and-Void-Records
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References
The following information is used to generate a FATCA XML 2.0 compliant document. Before filing a
FATCA Report, please ensure that you are familiar with the FATCA - Guidance Notes, which can be
downloaded from https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p5124.pdf

FORM8966 Menu Items
The FORM8966 menu includes the following elements

Menu Options
Open …
(since 1712)

Description
Once you’ve saved a document, you may want to access it again to
make changes or correct it out. From the menu, choose “Open …”

An ‘Open’ dialogue box will pop up. From this, find your way to the
folder in which your document is saved. Folders are shown down the
left-hand side of the dialogue box.
Once you’ve located your document and clicked on it to select it, its
name will be shown in the ‘File name’ box at the bottom of the
dialogue box.

Click Open, the document will then be opened.
Save
(since 1712)

From the menu, choose “Save” to save the current work.
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Type a name for your document in the ‘File name’ box. Come up with
a name that is concise but will allow you to find the document easily
again.
Once you have typed in the name of your document, click Save
Your document will now have a name, which will be shown at the right
file info screen. If you make changes to your document and then save
them after it has been saved originally, the dialogue box will not come
up again. It will just save your changes without any visual notification
being shown.

Save As ..
(since 1712)

The ‘Save As’ menu is used to save an existing document under
another name. This is helpful if you’ve made changes to your
document and then want to save the changes, but also keep the
original document in its original format and under its original name.
Export FATCA XML ..
(changed in 1712)

The export method persists the current FATCAOECD report to the user
selected path.
The same functionality is provided by the according button in the
General Form Info Tab

Load FATCA XML …

Loads the user selected FATCA XML file (version 1.1 & 2.0). All current
values are replaced.
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A ‘Save’ dialogue box will come up, if pressed the first time. At the top
and at the left-hand side in the list of folder options, it will show the
folder where you’ll be saving the document. If you wish to change this
folder, navigate through the folders on the left-hand side of the
dialogue box to choose the one where you want to save your
document.

Loads the user selected IDEaSy-/TRSuite-Excel file (version 1603 &
1612 and later are supported). Existing values in the FORM8966 main
area will be replaced.

Add Data
(since 1703)

Allows to concatenate account and pool reports from different data
sources (XML or XLMS).
Hint: When adding data from a file, only the account and pool report
data is imported – no other data like reporting FI, sponsor, …

Generate NIL Report

Generates a NIL Report and saves it to a user selected path.

NIL Report from Excel …
(since 1706)

The NIL Report Generator is the built-in functionality to generate a NIL
Report for multiple reporting financial institutions.

Update DocRef IDs

This menu item generates new document reference IDs for all
elements within the current FATCAOECD report. A valid GIIN is
required.

Reset Form

The Reset Form menu resets the values of all elements in the
FORM8966 main area.

Create Documentation …

Allows to generate a reporting statement in PDF similar to the IRS
Form 8966 for the current FATCA XML report.
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Import Excel…
(changed 1802)

Common UI Objects
Invalid Fields
Some text fields expect specific values or formatted text, e.g. GIIN- or date-fields. If an invalid
value/format is entered the text fields is marked red:

CLEAR Buttons
A CLEAR-button resets the values of all elements in the according logical region.

POP-OVER Buttons
If a button is colored with a blue background, more data is
available. The black background indicates an empty data set.

Update Document or Message References IDs
As the document reference ID is depending on the GIIN, there is the possibility to update
the document reference IDs if required, for instance after changing the GIIN. Either update
each single ID by pressing the ADD button for the specific field or updating all IDs by
choosing the Form8966 menu item „Reset All Document Reference IDs”.
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CLEAR Lists
Table views like the Pool or Account Holder List have a separate menu to clear their
content. By pressing the CLEAR LIST menu item all elements from the table are removed.

Data Validation
Entered data is continuously validated. If the data is not complete (all mandatory fields filled)
or in a wrong format the warning symbol is displayed next to the affected section label.
If the section is complete and correct, the green checkbox symbol is shown next to the label.

File Information
After a file is loaded or saved, the information about the file (name, last modified, absolute path) is
displayed in the status pane of the detail area. The full path can be seen in the tooltip.

Default Values
Whenever an empty Country Code or Currency Code field is selected by the user, the default value as
defined within the master data dialog is entered.

Address
The Address_Type allows free text input of the address for any individual or organization Included in
the report (e.g., reporting FI, account holder, substantial owner). There are two available options,
AddressFree or AddressFix with supplemental optional AddressFree. AddressFix should be used for all
FATCA reporting; however, you may select AddressFree to enter the data in a less structured format.

This data element allows free text input of the address for the individual or organization. AddressFree
should only be used if the data cannot be presented in the AddressFix format and the sender cannot
define the various parts of the address.
▪
▪

The address shall be presented as one string of bytes, blank, slash (/) or carriage return line
feed used as a delimiter between parts of the address.
AddressFree can be used as a supplemental element after the AddresFix element and when
the AdressFix format is selected for address.

The Fix Address element allows input in fixed format for the address for the individual or organization.
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▪

Enter the address and if additional information is
needed, use the supplemental AddressFree
element. In this case, the city, sub entity, and
postal code information should be entered in the
appropriate data elements.
All elements are optional, except the City element
which is required for schema validation.
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▪

TIN-List
This data element identifies the receiving tax administration or U.S. Tax Identification Number (TIN)
for the individual account holder or substantial owner and the attribute identifies the jurisdiction that
issued the TIN. For FATCA reporting a blank issuedBy attribute field will be assumed to indicate the
issuing jurisdiction is the United States(US). In this case, only the text field needs to be entered.

In case of different issuedBy jurisdiction or multiple TINs the TIN List allows input
of those.

TIN Format
A value for a TIN data element must be either in a GIIN format or in one of the following formats for a
US TIN:
▪
▪
▪

Nine consecutive digits without hyphens or other separators (e.g., 123456789)
Nine digits with two hyphens (e.g., 123-45-6789)
Nine digits with a hyphen entered after the second digit (e.g., 12-3456789)

General Form Info
The General Form Info contains all information to identify the financial institution (FI), host country tax
authority (TA or HCTA) and non-GIIN filers sending a message. It contains unique message identifiers,
references corrected messages and specifies the date created, calendar year and reporting period.
General Form Information
Only the corrected message reference ID is optional (depending on report type), all other fields are
mandatory. The values are validated in real time and an indication next to the label gives immediate
feedback, if the section is complete and valid.
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A message reference ID is automatically generated, when focusing the empty field.

Validation Checks
Before exporting data, it is recommended to validate the entered values
by pressing the “Validate Form8966” button. Following validations are
performed by the application:
•

If the DocReferenceID follows the latest XML best practice:
(http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/FATCA-XML-Schemas-Best-Practices-for-Form8966-DocRefID

•
•
•
•

If valid GIIN/TINs are entered
If the reporting period format is correct
If all mandatory fields are set, e.g. address and message reference ID
If the entered country codes are valid

Following the ICMM Record-level Processing Error Codes from “International Compliance
Management Model (ICMM) Notifications User Guide” (Publication 5189 (Rev.8-2015) Catalog
Number 67385U Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service www.irs.gov) TRSuite does the
following record-level checks, when the data is entered into the Form 8966 mask. It checks, if …
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Account Balance > $0
Address validation, at minimum one type is entered and fix address contains at least
City/Town field
Country Code set for Sponsor/Intermediary
Date of Birth format validation
US TIN format check: 9 numeric characters
GIIN format check
GIIN/TIN populated check, e.g. Reporting FI,
intermediary, …
Name of reporting FI provided
Account Holder name provided
Account number is entered
Number of accounts declared in a pool > 0
All DocumentRefIDs are starting with the entered
GIIN

If invalid content is found, a detailed error message is displayed.
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Correctable Organisation List
The Correctable Organisations List Tab contains data for Reporting FI, Sponsor, and Intermediary
organizations. The data type is identified by the organization type combo box.

The entered values are continuously evaluated and any errors are displayed in the details area on the
lower left text area. The organisation can be added to the list by pressing the now enabled “ADD TO
LIST” button. Selecting the entry in the list let you change and update the data.
If data is changed, but not updated before selecting another entry
or create a new one the following notification pops up:
Pressing “OK” applies the changes and updates the item.

A document reference ID is NOT automatically generated, when focusing the empty field. Pressing the
“ADD” button generates a new value, if possible. Recommended practice is to generate the document
reference IDs once all data is entered by using the “Update DocRef IDs” functionality of TRSuite.
A single entry in the list can be removed or duplicated by right-clicking the according entry and
selecting the remove menu option from the displayed
context menu.
The whole list can be cleared by selecting the “CLEAR
LIST” menu option.
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Search Organisations
Within the correctable organisations list tab, it is possible to search for an existing organisation.
Pressing the “Search”-Button opens the search dialog:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Enter the search term
Press the “SEARCH”-Button
Select the matching result entry and
Press “Select” to display the reporting FI or
“Cancel” to discard the search result

Following fields are taken into consideration for the
search:
▪
▪

IN
Name of organization

If you require any other field, please contact: support@section11.ch
After selecting the according reporting FI from the list, the dialog can be closed. The selected entity is
display within the data area.

Reporting FI
This data element identifies the FI that maintains a reportable account, makes a payment, or is a
Direct Reporting NFFE or Sponsored Directed Reporting NFFE required to report its owners. If the
reporting FI maintains branches outside of its country of tax residence then the GIIN for the reporting
FI is the GIIN associated with the branch of the reporting FI that maintains the reported financial
account.
Unless otherwise noted, for all other reporting FIs, the filer category is mandatory. The list below
summarizes the allowable values are for a reporting FI.
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▪
▪

If an HCTA in a Model 1 IGA jurisdiction is sending information on accounts maintained by a
Reporting Model 1 FFI, use filer category FATCA602 (RDC FFI).
If the reporting FI is a Related Entity or branch described in an applicable IGA, use filer
category code FATCA603 (Limited Branch or Limited FFI).
If reporting FI is a Sponsored FFI, Sponsored Direct Reporting NFFE, or Trustee-Documented
Trust, the filer category is not allowed.

Sponsor
This data element identifies a Sponsoring Entity or a Trustee of a Trustee-Documented Trust that has
agreed to report on behalf a Sponsored FFI, Sponsored Direct Reporting NFFE, or TrusteeDocumented Trust (as applicable). Information on the Sponsored FFI, Sponsored Direct Reporting
NFFE, or Trustee-Documented Trust should be entered as a Reporting FI element.
TIN Value for Sponsoring Entity
▪
▪
▪

The TIN of a Sponsoring Entity is the GIIN issued to such entity when it is acting in its capacity
as a Sponsor.
The Sponsoring Entity should use its Sponsoring Entity’s GIIN as a TIN value
The TIN of a Trustee of a Trustee-Documented Trust is the GIIN it received when it registered
to act as a trustee of a Trustee-Documented Trust.

Note: Do not use GIINs obtained by financial institutions designated as a Single, Lead or Member as a
TIN value in Sponsor element.
Filer Category for Sponsoring Entity
This element is mandatory for a Sponsor. It will be validated on the application level and if not present,
will generate a record level error notification.

Intermediary
This data element identifies an Intermediary that is:
▪

▪

A Territory Financial Institution not treated as a U.S. person that is acting as an intermediary
or is a flow-through entity and receives a withhold able payment from a withholding agent or
holds an account with a Participating FFI (including a Reporting Model 2 FFI) (the withholding
agent or Participating FFI (including a Reporting Model 2 FFI) is the Reporting FI); or
A certified deemed - compliant FFI that is acting as an intermediary for a withhold able
payment and provides the withholding agent with information on a substantial U.S. owner of a
passive NFFE account holder or payee (the withholding agent is the Reporting FI)

TIN Value for Intermediary
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▪

▪

If the Intermediary is a Territory Financial Institution not treated as a U.S. person, enter the
TIN issued to the Territory Financial Institution by the IRS, or if the Territory Financial
Institution has not been issued a TIN by the IRS, enter the EIN assigned to the entity by the
relevant U.S. territory.
If the Intermediary is a certified deemed-compliant acting as an intermediary, the entity will
not have a GIIN or U.S. TIN or EIN. Leave the TIN element blank.

Filer Category
Element is not allowed and if included will generate an error notification.

Account Holder List
The account holder list tab contains detailed information on the accounts or payments required to be
reported. The account report contains the account holder, account balance and other related account
information as specified in chapter 6.4 of the FATCA XML 2.0 User Guide. Since TRSuite version 1802
the reporting FI and sponsor/intermediary needs to be filled for each account report to enable
multiple FI reporting within one FATCA XML 2.0 document.
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The entered values are continuously evaluated and errors displayed in the details text area. The
account holder can be added to the account report list by pressing the now enabled “ADD TO LIST”
button. Selecting the entry in the list let you change and update the account holder data.
If data is changed, but not updated before selecting another
entry or create a new one the following notification pops up:
Pressing “OK” applies the changes and updates the item.

A single entry in the list can be removed or duplicated
by right-clicking the according entry and selecting the
remove menu option from the displayed context menu.
The whole list can be cleared by selecting the “CLEAR
LIST” menu option.

Payments
This data element provides account data on certain payments made to an
account, payee, or owner. More than one payment type may be
reported. The entered values are continuously evaluated and once all
mandatory fields are filled with valid data, the account holder can be
added to the account report list by pressing the now enabled “ADD TO
LIST” button. Selecting the entry in the list let you change and update the
account holder data.
A single entry in the list can be removed by right-clicking the according
entry and selecting the remove menu option from the displayed context
menu. The whole list can be cleared by pressing the “CLEAR LIST” button.

Substantial Owner
This data element identifies certain owners of
the account holder or payee, and the substantial
U.S. owners of a direct reporting NFFE. The
substantial owner popup supports entities and
organizations and describes the account holder
as an individual or organization. The entered
values are continuously evaluated and once all
mandatory fields are filled with valid data, the
account holder can be added to the account
report list by pressing the now enabled “ADD TO
LIST” button. Selecting the entry in the list let
you change and update the account holder data.
A single entry in the list can be removed by right-clicking the according entry and selecting the remove
menu option from the displayed context menu. The whole list can be cleared by pressing the “CLEAR
LIST” button.
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Competent Authority Request Reference
This data element should only be included in
FATCA account reports submitted in response
to a Competent Authority Request (CAR). The
CAR Reference contains identifying
information for a pooled report (Reporting FI
GIIN, Message Ref ID, and Doc Ref ID
elements) and links the account report to the CAR and the original pool report. Any FATCA account
report submitted in response to a CAR must include the CARRef element.

Search Account Holder
Within the account reporting dialog, it is possible to search for an existing account holder. Pressing the
“Search”-Button opens the search dialog:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Enter the search term
Press the “SEARCH”-Button
Select the matching result entry and
Press “Select” to display the accountholder
or “Cancel” to discard the search result

Following fields are taken into consideration for the
search:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Account number
Document Reference ID
TIN
Last Name, if individual
First Name, if individual
Name of organization

If you require any other field, please contact: support@section11.ch

Generating Account Holder Documentation
With this new feature is it possible to generate a reporting statement in PDF similar to the
IRS Form 8966.
Once you’ve completed your document and are ready to generate the account holder
documentation, click “Generate Documentation” in the top left-hand corner of the Form
8966 screen.
You can either generate a single document with all account holder/owner (One
Document … option) or a single document for each (Single-Page … option).
A ‘Save’ dialogue box will come up, if pressed. At the top and at the left-hand
side in the list of folder options, it will show the folder where you’ll be saving
the document. If you wish to change this folder, navigate through the folders on the left-hand side of
the dialogue box to choose the one where you want to save your document.
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In case of the One-Document-Option type a name for your document in the ‘File name’ box. Come up
with a name that is concise but will allow you to find the document easily again.
In case of the Single-Page-Option select a target folder from the ‘Folder name’ box. All generated files
will be placed there. The names are generated according the following schema:
<ACCOUNT_NUMBER>_<ACCOUNT_HOLDER/OWNER_NAME>.pdf
Once you have typed in the name of your document, click Save/Select.

Sample PDF-Report
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Pooled Reports
The Pooled Reports tab provides information about accounts held by recalcitrant account holders (or,
in the case of a reporting FI that is a Reporting Model 2 FFI, non-consenting U.S. accounts) and, for
2015 and 2016, amounts paid to nonparticipating FFIs that are reported on a pooled basis. The pool
report tab specifies the report type and balances or payments. Pooled reports should not be used if
the message sender is providing information pursuant to a Model 1 IGA.
Since TRSuite version 1802 the reporting FI and sponsor/intermediary needs to be filled for each pool
report to enable multiple FI reporting within one FATCA XML 2.0 document.

The entered values are continuously evaluated and once all mandatory fields are filled with valid data,
the pool report can be added to the pooled report list by pressing the now enabled “ADD TO LIST”
button. Selecting the entry in the list let you change and update the pooled report data.
A single entry in the list can be removed by right-clicking the according entry and selecting the remove
menu option from the displayed context menu.

The whole list can be cleared by selecting the “CLEAR LIST” menu option.
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NIL Report
A NIL Report specifies that a financial institute has no accounts to report or that a Direct Reporting
NFFE (or Sponsored Direct Reporting NFFE) has no substantial U.S. owners. Generally, a Nil Report is
optional for filers other than Direct Reporting NFFEs and Sponsored Direct Reporting NFFEs. Nil
reports that are submitted must also include ReportingFI and Sponsor or Intermediary, if applicable.

In order to generate an empty report, fill the required data elements into the
General Form Info Tab and if applicable, the sponsor and intermediary. After
the data is entered and validated, select the “Generate NIL Report” menu. A
file chooser dialog opens and the file is validated against the FATCA XML 2.0
schema and saved to the selected location.
Manual validation by pressing the “Validate Form8966” button is
recommended.
A notification indicates a successful generation of
the file and the file information panel is updates
accordingly. In case of an error a detailed error
message is displayed a dialog and the detail area
on the right-hand side of the module area.

Sample NIL Report
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="true"?>
<ftc:FATCA_OECD xsi:schemaLocation="urn:oecd:ties:fatca:v2 FatcaXML_v2.0.xsd" version="2.0"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:iso="urn:oecd:ties:isofatcatypes:v1"
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xmlns:ftc="urn:oecd:ties:fatca:v2" xmlns:stf="urn:oecd:ties:stf:v4"
xmlns:sfa="urn:oecd:ties:stffatcatypes:v2">
<ftc:MessageSpec>
<sfa:SendingCompanyIN>000000.00000.LE.756</sfa:SendingCompanyIN>
<sfa:TransmittingCountry>CH</sfa:TransmittingCountry>
<sfa:ReceivingCountry>US</sfa:ReceivingCountry>
<sfa:MessageType>FATCA</sfa:MessageType>
<sfa:MessageRefId>c07e17ce-c6c0-492c-86f2-a98a896a039e</sfa:MessageRefId>
<sfa:ReportingPeriod>2015-12-31</sfa:ReportingPeriod>
<sfa:Timestamp>2016-12-18T13:33:11.681Z</sfa:Timestamp>
</ftc:MessageSpec>
<ftc:FATCA>
<ftc:ReportingFI>
<sfa:ResCountryCode>CH</sfa:ResCountryCode>
<sfa:TIN>000000.00000.LE.756</sfa:TIN>
<sfa:Name>Name of Filer</sfa:Name>
<sfa:Address>
<sfa:CountryCode>CH</sfa:CountryCode>
<sfa:AddressFix>
<sfa:City>City</sfa:City>
</sfa:AddressFix>
</sfa:Address>
<sfa:Address>
<sfa:CountryCode>CH</sfa:CountryCode>
</sfa:Address>
<ftc:FilerCategory>FATCA601</ftc:FilerCategory>
<ftc:DocSpec>
<ftc:DocTypeIndic>FATCA1</ftc:DocTypeIndic>
<ftc:DocRefId>000000.00000.LE.756.cf51458b…</ftc:DocRefId>
</ftc:DocSpec>
</ftc:ReportingFI>
<ftc:ReportingGroup>
<ftc:NilReport>
<ftc:DocSpec>
<ftc:DocTypeIndic>FATCA1</ftc:DocTypeIndic>
<ftc:DocRefId>000000.00000.LE.756… </ftc:DocRefId>
</ftc:DocSpec>
<ftc:NoAccountToReport>yes</ftc:NoAccountToReport>
</ftc:NilReport>
</ftc:ReportingGroup>
</ftc:FATCA>
</ftc:FATCA_OECD>

NIL Report Generator
The NIL Report Generator is the built-in functionality to generate a NIL Report for multiple reporting
financial institutions from an excel template file.
What you need
▪

The provided data dictionary: FATCA_TRSuite_NILReport_DataDictionary_v1706.xlsx
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Your configured data source: best is to make a copy of the provided Excel-Template
FATCA_NILReport_v1706.xlsm and file your data.
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▪

To open the NIL Report Generator dialog, select the Form8966 module and select
the according “NIL Report from Excel …” menu item.

The Dialog

Select configuration
sheet: NIL Reports

Select path to your
data source

Select the path to the
provided data dictionary

Select the output path for
the generated XML report

Select the data dictionary, configuration sheet, your data source and the output file. Once all data is
entered, the “Create NIL Report” button is enabled. Pressing the button writes the NIL Report to the
given path.
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Loading and Importing Data
TRSuite supports different methods to import/add date to generate an FATCA XML 2.0 compliant file:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Use the provided Excel templates
Generate and configure your own Excel template
Input the data interactively over the User Interface
FATCA XML 1.1/2.0 files
Request a customized importer fitting your company needs (csv, xml, …)
Data Input

Common Format

Data Output

User Interface
(integrated)

OECD 1.0
XML-File

OECD XML
(Flat File)

Specific
Country
Transmission
Specific
Archive
XML

Transformation

Transformation

Country

OECDStandard

EXCEL
Template

Customized
Module

Customized
Module

Logging

Once the data is entered, TRSuite transforms the data into a FATCA 2.0 XML file.
The following workflow should guide you, what import method to choose.
Input Methode
Decision - Start

Manual Data
Input ?

no

Configurable
Excel-Format

no

Request
Customized
Module

yes

Use Integrated
User Interface

Yes

No of
AccountHolder <
10 ?

No
yes

Use Basic Light
Template

No

Multiple
Reporting Fis?

Yes

Use Multi-Line
Template
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Load FATCA XML schema 1.1 / 2.0
The “Load XML …” option of the Form 8966 menu allows the user to load data
from different sources as well as voiding or correcting existing FATCA XML 2.0
reports. Existing data in the From8966 module is cleared.
Selecting the load option opens the following selection dialog:

After selecting the required option, a file dialog opens and the according file can be selected.
Automatic Generation of voided and corrected reports
During the loading process, all Document Referenc ID fields are copied to the corresponding Corrected
Document Reference ID fields.
NOTE: No new document reference IDs are generated automatically! This needs to be done either
manually field by field or using the TRSuite feature from the Form 8966 menu:
Depending on the functionality the document type is set either to FATCA2 if you need to correct the
data or FATCA 3 if voided. Afterwards all data can be manipulated and exported as usual.

Import XLSM to generate FATCA XML 2.0
The most commonly used function to load data into TRSuite is to use the provided or a customized
Excel template. The following chapter describes the required configuration and import process.

The “Import Excel …” option of the Form 8966 menu allows the user to load
data from our provided excel templates. Existing data in the From8966 module
is cleared.
Selecting the load option opens the following selection dialog:
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Select the path to the
provided data dictionary
(default as stored in the
configuration tab)
Select configuration
sheet

Select path to your
data source

Select the data dictionary, configuration sheet and your data source. Once all data is entered, the
“Import Data from Excel” button is enabled. The file it is then analyzed and all available data is
displayed in the FORM8966 main area. Errors or warnings are displayed in the details area and a
dialog.
Password Protections (since v1703)
If the excel file is protected by a password a password dialog is displayed
allowing the user to enter the required password to decrypt the file.
This chapter describes how data can be mapped from the XLSM sheet provided by Vogele IT-Services
to the defined FATCA XML 2.0 specification.
The following information is used to generate a FATCA XML 2.0 compliant document. Before filing a
FATCA Report, please ensure that you are familiar with the FATCA - Guidance Notes, which can be
downloaded from https://www.irs.gov/pub/fatca/pub5124userguidev20draft.pdf
The provided Excel template are available for download at: http://www.section11.ch/downloads.html
Extract the zip file to a local directory an extract the content.

Excel Template Version 1612
The file contains 6 different sheets to enter the required data:
Sheet
Overview
Part_I_II
Individuals_List
Pool_Report
Organisations_List
Reference Data

Description
Short description of the document
Part I / II of form 8966 FATCA Report
Parts II, III and IV of form 8966 FATCA Report (multiple individual accounts entry)
Part of form 8966 FATCA Report (pool reporting)
Parts II, III and IV of form 8966 FATCA Report (multiple entity accounts entry)
List of values used in drop-down lists (for your reference only)
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Part_I_II

Individuals List

Organizations (non-natural persons) List

Pool Report

A file chooser opens, enabling the user to select a filled excel or XML-file. The file it is then analyzed
and all available account- and poo report data is added to the existing data in the FORM8966 main
area. Errors or warnings are displayed in the details area and a dialog.

General Excel-Template Configuration
Before an excel template can be imported the application needs to know how to map the spreadsheet
data to the FATCA format. This can be achieved by loading a so-called data dictionary and selecting the
right configuration sheet for your purpose.

A standard data dictionary and two templates are delivered with the product.
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NOTE: If no configuration file is configured, TRSuite assumes the legacy template delivered with
version 1612.
Each possible FATCA entity has its TRSuite Field ID. This is the key used to map data from the excel
sheet to the XML format. The following example show the mapping of the MessageSpec_Type
element.

The relevant columns next to the ID are:
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Used:
o yes->the field is loaded during the import
o no->the field is ignored
Sheet: data sheet holding the value
Column: Column of the data field
Row: Row of the data field (in case of a multi-line field this is the 1st row)
Multi-Line:
o no->this is a single data entry
o yes->this field occurs multiple times

Example 1: Single Field Sending Company IN from the 1706 Basic Light template:
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Example 2: Multi-Line, Multi-Sheet field Reporting FI Name
This field is located in two sheets. In this case the Sheet/Column and Row cell holds multiple values
using the minus character as separator.

Add data to current report
The “Add …” option of the Form 8966 menu allows the user to concatenate account
and pool reports from different XML- or XLSM-sources. Existing data in the From8966
module is NOT cleared.
Selecting the add option opens the following selection dialog:
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Master Data
In the master data area default values for regularly used fields can be defined.
Default Values

▪
▪
▪
▪

Default Currency ISO Code, used for FATCA schema 2.0 XML generation
Default Country ISO, used for FATCA schema 2.0 XML generation
Username (not yet used)
The default working directory, where generated artifacts are stored.

FATCA Configuration
The FATCA configuration tab allows the user to enter required information about the spreadsheet
template to be imported. The template can be fully customized.
Excel Template Configuration
Version 1802 introduces the support of configurable excel templates. Each template requires its own
configuration sheet. TRSuite comes with the following pre-defined configuration/template set:
-

FATCA Basic Template for multiple reporting FIs with all fields (1802 Multi-FI)
FATCA NIL Report Template (NIL Reports)
Legacy Template 1612 (default, if no configuration is entered)

For the 1st time configuration, select the provided (or your own) configuration file (1) and select the
configuration sheet matching the excel template you want to use for import (2).
1
2
3

The “Generate Empty Template” button (3) enables the user to generate an empty excel template
based on the selected configuration sheet. This is typically used, to verify the template, if you
customize the configuration sheet.
The customization is described in more detail later in the loading and importing data chapter.
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▪
▪

▪

▪
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Configuration Button Bar

“Load” You can open existing configuration files by pressing the Load-Button. In the dialog
box browse to select a document and click “Open” to load the document.
“Save as …” Saves the current configuration in a different location, or with a different file
name or file type. Opens a file chooser dialog to let you browse to the location where you
want to save the document.
“Save” Saves the current configuration to the last selected file or default location. The data is
stored within an XML-File and automatically available the next time you start the program. If
there are unsaved changes the save-button is colored green.
“Reset” loads the last saved configuration and overwrites all unsaved changes.

By pressing the “Validate”-Button the tool loads the given keys, validates the entered data and shows
the result of the validation

File Information
After a configuration is loaded or saved, the information about the file (name, last modified, absolute
path) is displayed in the status pane of the detail area. The full path can be seen in the tooltip.
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Appendix
Export control information
This distribution includes cryptographic software. The country in which you currently reside may have
restrictions on the import, possession, use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption
software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check your country's laws, regulations and
policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this
is permitted. See http://www.wassenaar.org/ for more information.
TRSuite uses the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA) and the Bouncy Castle libraries for handling de/encryption.

GIIN Composition
Format: XXXXXX.XXXXX.XX.XXX
The GIIN is a 19-character identification number that is a composite of several other identifiers. These
identifiers include the following:
• Each registering FI will be given a FATCA ID that will be used for purposes of establishing and
accessing the FI’s online FATCA account. For all FIs other than Member FIs, the FATCA ID is a randomly
generated six-character alphanumeric string. These 6 characters are upper case letters excluding the
letter O, or numbers, or a combination of both. For Member FIs, the FATCA ID will be comprised of 12
characters: the first 6 characters will be the Lead FI’s FATCA ID, followed by a period, and the last 5
characters will be alphanumeric and assigned sequentially to each Member. The FATCA ID is not the
same as the GIIN.
• The Financial Institution Type can be Single, Lead of an Expanded Affiliated Group, Member (not
Lead) of an Expanded Affiliated Group, or Sponsoring Entity. The Financial Institution type is provided
by the Financial Institution when creating its FATCA account.
• The Category Code is a two-character abbreviation identifying either the Financial Institution Type as
previously described or a branch of the Financial Institution.
• The Country Identifier will be the ISO 3166-1 numeric standard country code for the Financial
Institution’s country of residence for tax purposes that the Financial Institution identified in question 3
on the registration form, or, if the GIIN is for a branch, the branch country identified in question 9A on
the registration form.

OpenSSL manual tasks
Converting a PKCS#12 private key to PEM Using OpenSSL
(Hint: not required any more since version 1.01, as PFX/P12 keys are supported by the tool)
The tool requires the private key to be stored in the PEM file format. The following command allows
you to convert certificates and keys to different formats to make them compatible with specific types
of servers or software.
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Convert a PKCS#12 file (.pfx .p12) containing a private key and certificates to PEM
openssl pkcs12 -in keyStore.pfx -out keyStore.pem –nodes -nocerts

You can add -nocerts to only output the private key or add -nokeys to only output the certificates

OpenSSL extract IRS notification
The commands are intended to be run from a batch file located along with the OpenSSL executable,
the Key and Payload files from the notification, and the receiver's private key.
The described windows batch files can be downloaded from
https://www.trsuite.ch/trsuite/GA/OpenSSL_scripts.zip

Preparation
Copy the provided scripts to the openssl bin directory:

Extract the notification zip to the openssl bin directory. The file contains the following three files:

000000.00000.TA.840
_Metadata.xml

Uncompress transmission
archive

000000.00000.TA.840
_Payload

[ReceiverGIIN]_Key

If your private key is in PFX/P12 format, you have to transform it to PEM format (and remove the
password)
Converting a PKCS#12 private key to PEM Using OpenSSL
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For example, you can convert a PFX (PKCS#12) file used with Tomcat or IIS to a normal PEM file that
would work with Apache and IDEaSy:

For example, you can convert a PFX (PKCS#12) file used with Tomcat or IIS to a normal PEM file that
would work with Apache and IDEaSy:
Convert a PKCS#12 file (.pfx .p12) containing a private key and certificates to PEM
openssl pkcs12 -in keyStore.pfx -out keyStore.pem –nodes -nocerts

You can add -nocerts to only output the private key or add -nokeys to only output the certificates

Step 1
The following files are required and will be the input to the batch script:
AES_KEYFILE - this is the Key file that will be in the downloaded notification .zip file [ReceiverGIIN]_Key
PRIVATEKEY - this will be your private key that corresponds to the certificate that was uploaded into
IDES (in PEM format)
The first command will decrypt the AES key. The batch code will parse the hex values of the AES key
and writes it in Hex-Format to the console (send to HEX_KEY.txt file)
Usage:
C:\openssl\bin>key_extract.bat %AES_KEYFILE% %PRIVATEKEY% > HEX_KEY.txt

Open the written Hex_key.txt file with the editor of your choice. It should similar to the following:

Select and copy the 1st line for usage in Step 2.
Step 2
The second command will use the AES key in hex format and decrypt the Payload file. The output will
be the decrypted Payload .zip file.
The following files are required and will be the input to the batch script:
HEX_KEY - this is the one time AES-Key in Hex format (output from step 1)
PAYLOAD - this is the Payload file that will be in the downloaded notification .zip file
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The tool requires the private key to be stored in the PEM file format. The following command allows
you to convert certificates and keys to different formats to make them compatible with specific types
of servers or software.
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Usage:
C:\openssl\bin> extract_payload.bat 000000.00000.TA.840_Payload <insert
copied key here>

A zip file with the signed payload will be created.

Manual replace/extend existing document reference IDs using notepad++
Start notepad++
Open the required document (drag the file into the running notepad++)

Check, if the correct GIIN is entered in the SendingCompanyIN field.
Press Ctr-H (this will open the search and
replace dialog):
In the search field enter:
<ftc:DocRefId>.

In the replace field enter:
<ftc:DocRefId>[GIIN].

[GIIN] you have to replace with the required
GIIN, e.g.
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<ftc:DocRefId>ABCDFG.00000.LE.832.

Press the “Replace All” and save the document (Ctr-S)
The resulting DocRefIDs should now look similar to the following:
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